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would never go into exile, so that he might be king over them 
without interruption.'':· 

FI~.E:'!:Y~_r-~~L.P.2.~~wr.~sumed,~ and. 3rgued that it is .. stated. in the 
'I~.mud that the ¥.essiah has alrea~.Y.~~~g~Aili.~:-
ill ... tA~ .. J~1Lc!r,asL£I~12!.!?J~!lLJ.!.t..)~ .. ~-~~-~-~,S,._ 
Ri~~bj~!7~~~~~~~~~;-~:~f~~~j:J~~~~~~~[~~~ 
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royal power does not belong to any tribe (e.g., in the Exile), the concept of hasarah 
('causing to pass away') of the 'sceptre' from Judah does not apply at all, since there is no 
'sceptre' to pass away. The Christian interpretation, on the other hand, applies the 'sceptre' 
prophecy to the whole of Israel, not just to the tribe of Judah. 

so that he might be king over them without interruption Not 'and this for the reason that 
he, Judah, might become ruler over them at any time' (Rankin). N.'s point is that the only 
way that Judah's kingship could be uninterrupted would be if Israel never experienced exile. 
This was never promised, and so an uninterrupted kingship for Judah was never promised 
either. 

Aggadah N. uses in fact the Hebrew word haggadah in preference to the Aramaised form 
'aggadah, but in order to avoid confusion (since Haggadah has another meaning in 
connection with Passover), Aggadah is used here throughout as the designation of the 
non-legal portions of Talmud and Midrash. (The fully Aramaic form of the word is 
'aggadet'a.) 

the Midrash of Lamentations N.'s citation is much abbreviated from the text of Lamenta
tions Rabbah (Ekhah Rabbati). One detail omitted is that the birth of the Messiah, at the. 
time of the destruction, is located at Bethlehem (in fulfilment of Micah, 5: 1). Some 
commentators have suggested that P. did mention this detail, in support of Jesus' claims, 
but that N. omitted this aspect as disturbing to Jewish readers. However, P. is arguing here 
that the birth of the Messiah has already occurred, irrespective of who the Messiah was. The 
location would have added little to his argument at this point. 

I do not believe in this Aggadah For N.'s attitude towards the authority of the Aggadah, 
see Part I, pp. 44 ff. 
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Maestro Guillaume,>:- the King's justiciary, spoke up and said, 
'The argument at present does not concern Jesus_,:- The question is 
whether the Messiah has come or not. You said that he has not 
come, but this book of yours says that he has come.' 

I said to him, 'You choose to reply, as is the custom of you 
lawyers, with sophistical logical arguments; nevertheless, I shall 
answer you all in this matter. The Sages did not say that the 
Messiah had come, but that he had been born.':- On the day that 
Moses, our teacher, on him be peace, was born, he had not yet 
come, and he was not yet a saviour; it was not until he came to 
Pharaoh by the command of God and said to him, "Thus saith the 
Lord, Let my people go" [Exodus, 8: 1] that he had come. And so 
with the Messiah; when he comes to the Pope, and says to him by 
the command of God, "Let my people go," then he will have come. 
But so far, he has not come, and further, he is not yet the 
"Messiah" at all. For King David, on the day that he was born, 
was not yet a Messiah, but when Samuel anointed him, then he 
became a Messiah. And on the day that Elijah anoints the Messiah 
by God's command, he will be called "Messiah", and not before. 
And on the day that he comes, after that, to the Pope, to redeem 
us, then he will rightly be called one who has come.' 

nearly 200 years before the Destruction N. is here accepting the testimony of the Talmud 
(b Sotah, 47a) that Jesus was a pupil of Rabbi Joshua ben Perahia, who lived c. 100 BCE, in 
the reign of Alexander Jannaeus. Evidently, then, N. does ~ot follow the line of Rabbi 
Ye~iel of Paris, who argued in the Paris Disputation that the Jesus of Sotah 47a was not the 
Jesus of the Christian faith, but some other Jesus. 

Maestro Guillaume See F. Darwin Swift, 1894, The Life and Times of james the First the 

Conqueror, p. 171, for the role of the justiciar in the constitution of Aragon. 

The argument at present does not concern jesus Cohen argues (p. 168) that this line was the 
basis of Pablo Christiani's whole case; but that this is obscured in N.'s account, which often 
represents P. as saying 'Jesus' where he really said 'Messiah'. However, this cannot be 
correct, for there are many instances where P. argues specifically for Jesus as Messiah, e.g., 
his interpretation of the prophecies of Daniel. 

the Sages did not say that the Messiah had come, but that he had been born See Part I, p. 
7L 
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So I rose up and said, ' "Hear, all you peoples" [Micah, 1: 2]. 
Fray Paul asked me whether the Messiah of whom the prophets 
spoke has come, and I said that he has not come. And he cited an 
Aggadic book in which it is stated that on the day that the Temple 
was destroyed, on that very day, the Messiah was born. And I said 
that I did not believe in this, but that it supported my words 
nevertheless. t:Jgw I shall ~xplain to y~4-l..s.aid..that tPid.Jl.QJ: 
believe in this. ;Know;that w~ kws h,aye,three.kinds,of bQo.~~;..t.h~~ 
first is the Bible and WL~!Lh.~li~y£-.i!Llhi~~'Yi~h"~P-~tJ~i!h~'"Jh~
second isW" f~all~Jl~iliWi!IWJ!Q"""'k~~!lQ,_it,j~~L ~i1!1,".~2f£1i£e,~i9 rL.2f .. ~l!l~~ 
commandments of the Torah, for there are 613 commandments'~ in 

Kt~z•.w#m . R~m~~~,~~-=f~"'.._... •. "",.-::r-.,.,.,._,.,..-;..,-... ... ~~"~~,"""""~'"'<f::'I""~~:~'"'"'--:J'--,..~.~~-"''~_,::.,.·~.r;':'-"l'<:t:.:<.',.::::::-{;·1)*"·~'"';rJn~~,._,_,_.,,.,.,.~,~~--"""''.!~~~~·"~~""r'* the Torah, and every:. singk,_ pne of tne.!ll. ,is, ~Jfl2Pf~t~Q in t~ 
Talmud, ansi we b~lieve i11 .this ~l2li&atiqn gf .tbs; command.~~.Qt~ 
an\1 XYS: . .b.'l..~~.~..Qeyh!J"bilsil?~:.~hkhi~k,d.-tb~_Mislr~sh_, ~Qish 
~~'.:..SJ;r.m.~~::~hi~iLi¥~\;~jMb.~J2,~PrP?ci~~!,~~!2w~.~"~~t£·a¥tq~ 
make ~. setwon~~.and illle_.Qf ... t~L _ :ar~.r~.-J.~L~9w.ffi.t!£r""""'L~ 
wra.te it doNn, Aud as for this -hookz the M~.dr~sh,Jf.1!ll:o.I?-e ~a.~.~ 

~ii~~~~~J~1:1,:~a~~!9~~~¥g~~~=f!£~s1~:v~~~i~~~::;~ 
the Messiah will not be born until near the time of the End, when 
he will come to take us out of exile, and for that reason I do not 
believe in the part of this book that says that he was born on the 
day of the Destruction. Moreover, we call the Midrash a book of 
"Aggadah", which means "razionamiento" ;:- that is to say, merely 

613 commandments See b Makkot, 23b, where Rav Simlai is given as the authority for this 
enumeration. Various medieval scholars tried to provide a detailed list of the 613 com
mandments. For a full discussion, see A. H. Rabinowitz, 1967, Taryag, Jerusalem. N. 
himself was one of the chief contributors to discussion of this topic, in his hassagot on 
Maimonides' Sefer ha-mitzvot. See H. D. Chavel, 1964, Taryag Precepts in the Works of 
Ramban, Jerusalem. 

a third book N. is simplifying here. The Midrashic literature consists of many books of 
different periods. N.'s desire to simplify the topic of the status of the Midrash is evident 
throughout this speech, and should not be confused with insincerity. 

there is no harm Not 'no one will do him any harm' (Rankin). 

certain Sages of ours have written There seems to be no explicit source for this statement, 
but it seems to be implie4 in the legend (Pesiqta Rabbati, 36: 1) that the soul of the Messiah 
is located under God's throne, together with the souls of 'the children of his generation', 
waiting to be born. 

razionamiento An Italian word, meaning 'story'. Haggadah or 'aggada comes from a verb 
meaning to 'relate'-whence the name Haggadah for the Passover evening service at which 
the story of the deliverance from Egypt is related. N.'s point is that the very name of 
'aggadah demonstrates the narrative, recreational nature of the Midrashic material, as 
opposed to the difficult argument and strong practical relevance of the Halakhah. 
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substance which was upon the face of the earth, for from man to 
beast to creeping things and to fowl of the heaven, they were 
blotted out from the earth, only Noah remaining alive." Now our 
Rabbis have expounded: 100 "And He blotted out, meaning from 
this world. And they were blotted out from the earth, meaning 
from the World to Come." The Rabbis thus explained "the earth" 
mentioned here as meaning "the land of eternal life." I have 
already alluded to its secret. 107 

8 1. AND G-D REMEMBERED NOAH, AND EVERY LIVING 
THING, AND ALL THE CATTLE. The remembrance of Noah was 
because he was a perfectly righteous man, and He had made a 
covenant with him to save him. The word "Noah" here includes 
his children that were there with him. Scripture did not mention 
them specifically, though, for they were saved by his merit. 
However, the remembrance stated concerning beast and cattle was 

not on account of merit, for among living creatures there is no 
merit or guilt save in man alone. But the remembrance concerning 
them was Because He remembered His holy word 108 which He 
had spoken, causing the world to come into existence, and the Will 

which was before Him at the creation of the world arose before 
Him and He desired the existence of the world with all the species 
that He created therein. Thus He now saw fit to bring them forth 
so that they should not perish in the ark. Scripture does not 

mention the fowl and the creeping things for the remembrance of 
the living thing is similar to their remembrance, and the companion 
thereof telleth concerning it.109 

4. AND THE ARK RESTED IN THE SEVENTH MONTH, ON 
-""'·=·----·-=---- ' ' ' ' -~--~-~-~-- ' ' --

THE SEVENTEENTH DAY OF THE MONTH. Rashi wrote: 

-----·-~~-~~---~--_you may that the ark w~as su_Q~erg~£)n __ !h£ 
water to a depth of eleven cubits." This he wrote on the basis _ _5?i_ 
th·~--~~l~ulatio~ written in his commentaries, and it is so found in 

(107) Above, 6:13. (108) Psalms 105:42. (109) Job 36:33. That is, 
since the remembrance of the fowl and creeping things would be the same 
type of remembrance as that of all animals-i.e., the remembrance of His holy 
word -one implies the other. 
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~,~E~:~~ith Rabbah. 110 But smce m certain places Rashi minutely 
examines Midrashic traditions and for the same verses also takes 

!~~~""~~<:_':ble~~!"in the simple meanings of Scripture, he has 
thus given us permission to do likewise for there are seventy ways 
___ , --~-- ...... .,. .... ~----···~-~~~-~~--~~- I II --
of interpreting the Torah, and there are many differing 
~-- "'~'~''"~A·<~'~""~~~---~~~--·--•·~~-~-~~-~,_,_,_~-~-~-·~-~~-·~··~-=mm~·=~-~~ 

Midra~~i_IE: ~-IE:~_r:l:g~-~~~~~~!.!he __ ~~ge~. And so I say that this 
calculation which they have mentioned does not fit into the 
language of Scripture unless we bear with that which explains And 
the ark rested in the seventh month as referring to that day 

mentioned above [in Verses 2-3] when the rain was withheld and 
the waters receded from the earth and decreased continually. [This 
interpretation of the seventh month is] unlike the counting of the 
second month 112 mentioned in the oeginning of the section, 
[which Rashi explains there as being "the second month" of the 

creation calendar], and unlike the counting stated at the end of 
the section [in Verse 13: in the first month, which Rashi similarly 
explains as being "the first month" of the creation calendar] ! And 
how is it possible that in the second verse Scripture should 
immediately retract [from using the withholding of the rain as a 
reference point for counting] and state, until the tenth month, 113 

and proceed to another reference point, counting it, as Rashi 
explains, as the tenth month with reference to the coming of the 
rains! 

The evidence Rashi brings from the submergence of the ark in 
the waters is no proof for he attributes an equal decrease of water 
to each of the days - namely, a cubit every four days - and it is 
known in nature concerning the decrease of water that a great river 

which decreases at first a cubit every four days will at the end 
decrease four cubits in a day. Thus according to this calculation of 
Rashi, on the first day of the month of Ab the tops of the 

mountains were seen, 114 and on the first day of Tishri the earth 
dried. 115 Thus in sixty days the waters decreased the entire height 
of the high mountains consisting of many thousands of cubits, 

(110) 33:10. (111) Midrash Othiyoth d'Rabbi Akiba. (112) Above, 
7:11. (113) Verse 5. (114) Rashi, ibid. (115) Rashi, Verse 13. 
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[surely a greater rate than four cubits a day, as Rashi would have 
it] ! Besides, when Noah sent forth the dove on the seventeenth 
day of the month of Ellul, 116 the waters were yet on the face of 
the entire earth, 117 and the trees were covered, and in a matter of 
twelve days 118 the whole earth dried! And by way of reason, if 
the ark was submerged in the waters eleven cubits, that being more 

~~~~:~-~--!~Iits height [~hi<iC~Y c~~~~ 
have sunk because it was wide at the bottom and finished to a 

.£~~jt ~~L~<:_~t_?Ez__ contrary. to the structure of ~~ips, ___ a~e 

~-<_1:~--~~~-~-~-[reat weight! 

From the simple interpretation of Scripture it appears that the 

hundred and fifty days mentioned in connection with the 
prevailing of the waters 121 include the forty days of the coming 

down of the rains 122 since the main increase and prevailing of the 

waters took place during these days. Thus the waters began 

decreasing on the seventeenth day of Nisan, 123 and thirty days 

later - the seventeenth day of the month Iyar, 124 which was the 

seventh month from the time the rain began to fall 125 - the ark 

rested upon the mountains of Ararat. Seventy-three days later, on 

the first of Ab, which was the tenth month from the time the rain 
began to fall, the tops of the mountains were seen. We have thus 

made a small correction in the interpretation of the language of 
Scripture, [namely, that all counting begins from the time the rain 
began to fall] . 

(116) The raven was sent by Noah forty days after the tops of the 
mountains were seen on the first day of Ab. (See Verses 5-6). This brings us 
to the tenth of Ellul. Seven days later, on the seventeenth day of Ellul, he 
sent forth the dove. (117) Verse 9. (118) From the eighteenth of Ellul to 
the first of Tishri is a period of twelve days. (119) Above, 6:15. 
(120) Ibid., Verse 16. (121) Above, 7:24. (122) Ibid., Verse 12. 
(123) From the seventeenth day of Cheshvan (the beginning of the rains) to 
the seventeenth day of Nisan there are 15 0 days. This is contrary to Rashi, 
who said that the decrease of the waters began forty days later on the first of 
Sivan. (124) According to Rashi this was on the seventeenth of Sivan. 
( 125) According to Rashi, "the seventh month," mentioned in connection 
with the resting of the ark upon the Ararat mountains, was the seventh month 
after the rains stopped, as explained above. 
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But kikar hayarden 133 is indeed the actual word for a plain, for 

kikar in the Sacred Language is the name for the place where the 

natural streams of rivers overflow. It is for this reason that the 

messenger who came to rescue Lot said, Stay not in all 'hakikar' (the 

plain; escape to the mountain. 134 Of similar usage are the 

expressions, Kar nirchav (wide pasture); 135 'Karim' (the meadows) 
are clothed with flocks; the valleys also are covered over with 
corn. 136 Sometimes Scripture doubles the first letter of the word 

kar (meadow), making it kikar, and at other times Scripture discards 

the double form, as in, bath ayin (the apple of the eye). 137 There 
are many other such cases. 

Swift couriers are also called by this name liar, as in 'lakari 

velaratzim;' 138 The captains over hundreds and 'hakari.' 139 The 
word bakirkaroth 140 is also of the same root. It is the name for 
speedy camels such as "the flying camel" mentioned in the 

Talmud. 141 The word mecharkar, 142 containing the double use of 

kar, is a derivative of this word. 

Abel H ashittim, 143 and also Abel Mecholah, 144 they 145 

translated to mean the plain of Shittim and Mecholah. It is [called 

Abel, which in Hebrew means "mourning"], because it is a desolate 

place, without plantings or structures for the word abel is, to them, 

an expression of destruction and waste, as in the verses: 'Vaya 'ave!' 

(And He made to mourn) the rampart and the wall; 146 The new 

wine 'aval' (faileth), the vine fadeth. 147 

7. TO EIN MISHPAT, WHICH IS KADESH. It is named~in 

~ishp~!,~,,~~,~~!~g:~~,~t~~,w~iT~Tj'~d~~~t~~~~;rt~'~:fut~;~ 

(133) Above, 13:10. (134) Further, 19:17. (135) Isaiah 30:23. 
(136) Psalms 65:14. (137) Ibid., 17:8. The double letter form of the word 
would be babath ayin, with a double beth. (138) II Kings 11:4. It is usually 
translated: of the Carites and of the guard. According to Ramban its meaning is: 
of the couriers and the dispatchers. (139) Ibid., Verse 19. Here too the usual 
translation is: the Carz"tes. According to Ramban it means: the couriers. 
(140) Isaiah 66:20. (141) Makkoth 5 a. (142) II Samuel 6:14. And David 
'mechadwr' (danced) before the Eternal with all his strength. (143) Numbers 
3 3 : 4 9 . ( 1 4 4 ) Judges 7 : 2 2 . (14 5 ) 0 n k e I o s and Jonathan 
(146) Lamentations 2:8. (147) Isaiah 24:7. 
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event, for Moses and Aaron will be judged because of what will _, ,.,,,,,,,,,~,-,,~~~_,_____ 148 -~~---------~ 

occur at that fountain. Thus the words of Rashi based an 

J?~!_L~g~gt understand this for this Kadesh [mentioned here] 
which is the desert, T;n 

and it is from there were sent Moses m the 

se<;=9~~,~-Y-~~r f~-~~ing the Exodus from Egypt, as it is_ said, Unto 
the wilderness to Kadesh. 151 And it is further written, And 
we came to Kadesh-barnea ... and ye said, Let us send men before 
us, 152 and there Israel abode many days. 153 But the Kadesh where 

the judgment of the righteous ones 154 took place is in the wilderness 

of Zin, which they entered in the fortieth year following the Exodus, 

as it is said, And the children of Israel, even the whole congregation, 
came into the wilderness of Zin in the first month, and the people 

abode in Kadesh, 155 and finish the chapter. 156 Perhaps the Midrash 

[mentioned above] alludes only to the name, meaning that a place 

bearing this name Kadesh will become "the Well of Judgment." 

Now Onkelos said, "the plain of pilug dina," but I do not know 

what this means. Perhaps the word pilug is derived from [the Hebrew 

word used in the following verses] : 'Plagim' (Streams) and 

watercourses; 157 Who 'pilag' (hath cleft) a channel for the 

waterflood. 158 
Similarly, in the language of the Sages we find, 

159 

"Pilgo (The openness) of the sea." The verse thus states that on that 

plain there will flow "a fountain of judgment" entering the depth of 

the case, as this was a fitting plain destined for kings who would sit 

there to judge all the peoples of these lands. 

THE COUNTRY OF THE AMALEKITES. Rashi comments: 

"Amalek, it is true, was not yet born, but it is so named here because 

of the name it would bear in the future." 

(148) See Numbers 20:7-13. (149) Tanchumah Chukath, 11. So also in 
Targum Jonathan here. (150) As mentioned here m Verse 6. 
(151) Numbers 13:26. (152) Deuteronomy 1:19, 22. (153) Ibid., Verse 
46. (154) Moses and Aaron. (155) Numbers 20:1. (156) A charge by the 
author to finish the chapter containing the account of the smiting of the rock by 
Moses to bring forth water and his consequent punishment. (157) Isaiah 
30:25. (158) Job 38:25. (159) Esther Rabbah, 5. 
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likewise mentioned them among those numbered 178 in the desert: 
The sons of Judah: Er and Onan; and Er and Onan died in the land 
of Canaan. And the sons of Judah after their families were, etc. 179 

And there, in the book of Chronicles, Scripture enumerates them in 
another count: The sons of Judah: Er, and Onan and Shelah; which 
were born unto him of Bath-shua the Canaanitess ... And Tamar his 
daughter-in-law bore him Perez and Zerah. All the sons of Judah 
were five. 180 

7. AND IDS SONS' DAUGHTERS. These were Serah, the 
daughter of Asher, and Jochebed, the daughter of Levi. This is the 
language of Rashi. But what will Rashi include in the term, his 
daughters, [which is also plural, although Jacob only had one 
daughter, Dinah]? Rather, it is the way of Scripture, when 
mentioning the genealogy of many people, to refer to an individual 
in the plural form, as for example, And the sons of Dan: Hushim; 181 

And the sons of Palu: Eliab. 182 The same is true here: "daughters" 
refer to Dinah. "His sons' daughters" refers to Serah the daughter of 
Asher, but J ochebed [Moses' mother] is not mentioned by Scripture 
[as being among the persons who went down to Egypt] , as it is said, 
All the souls were threescore and six. 183 She is, however, hinted at, 
according to the opinion of our Rabbis. 184 

15. TIDRTY AND THREE. But in the above enumeration 

~i}!~~~~~~~~!J~!~irty-tw~ow~ever, the one w~~p~~"~i~?Ell!!~"~""i~ 
J?E!l~!:>~,~,~~~~as born as they entered the border cit as it is sai~ 
Lochebed, the daughter of Levz~ whom [her mother] bore to Levi in 

~gxPX~:~~~~~~~~~~i~~ h~-~~, ~n Egypt, -b~~~~e-dJ!i 
~~}'P!·!,~~~"~~""!~:J:~~~:ple of our Ra~. 184 

(I 78) The mtent of the Hebrew text may also be that Scripture likewise 
mentions them "in the book of Numbers," thus giving this sentence the same 
format as Ramban's next sentence, "And in the book of Chronicles .... " 
(179) Numbers 26:19-20. (180)1 Chronicles 2:3-4. This is difficult to 
understand. Since two of his sons died prior to the birth of the youngest two, 
how does Scripture conclude that they totalled five? Thus there is here also 
an allusion to that which was referred to above. (181) Verse 23 here. 
(182) Numbers 26:8. (183) Verse 26 here. (184) Baba Bathra 123 a. See 
also Ramban, next Verse. (185) Numbers 26:59. 
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But Rabbi Abraham ibn Ezra replied, saying that "this is 

~urpr1s1n~:~~~~~]!~~~~ -~y~~t .~Etion t~e wond~~~~j 
befell her, for she birth to Moses when she was one hundred and 

!hir~yy~~~~~~9!~L-~--~~ An~~Y did it mention the case of Sar~~ho 
gave ~~!~1:,~~~~~~~~~~~- .. ~a~~?}n:!:y~~~~ld? This distress was not yet 
sufficient for us so that the poets came and composed liturgic poems 
for the day of Simchath Torah, 187 wherein they state, 'Jochebed, 
my mother, will be comforted after me,' [implying that Jochebed 
survived her son] , and thus she was two hundred and fifty years old 
at the death of Moses! 188 Is the proof of the poets for this longevity 
of J ochebed because Ahijah the Shilonite 189 lived a life of great 
duration? 190 [If so, this is not a proof, for his longevity is but] an 

Ag<:tdic tradition or the opinion of a single authority." 191 _Iht::~~~-'!!S:. 
the words of Rabbi Abraham ibn Ezra . 

. JI!C:U:.~lf!~~~~-~'E.Zf!_."<!!is:.Jn __ h~!__o U:.f!3!1 es}._~~ in con tradic!ing th ~ w~~~~ 
of our Rabbis, I must answer him and say that in any case, there is in 
the m~tt~r-~()1-Tocheb~d··~-g-reat wonder of th; hidden miracles i 93 

" '''"'"""~""•'"''-•'"·-~""'"""'"~'•M"<~~Vr'<•~""V~O'~~-<'<'"«C~-~'~'--~""""==<'-~----~--,,~·~-=-<~~-~-----~~~'"'"',.,.,.,.,. 

which constitute the foundation of the Torah. Jochebed was Levi's 
actual daughter, and not merely his offspring, as it is written, 

fochebed, the daughter of Levz: whom [her mother[ bore to 
Levi, 185 and it is furthermore written, And Amram took himself 

fochebed his father's sister for a wife. 194 [Thus Amram, Levi's 

(186) Israel stayed in Egypt two hundred and ten years. Since Moses was 
eighty years old when he stood before Pharaoh, he was thus born one 
hundred and thirty years after they entered Egypt. (187) Literally, 
"Rejoicing of the Law." On this festival day, which marks the last day of the 
festival of Succoth, the concluding chapter of the life of Moses is read in the 
Synagogue. The joyous celebrations on this day are due to the annual 
completion of the reading of the Torah, as well as to the fact that it is 
commenced anew. (188) Her age when Moses was born added to Moses' life 
span of one hundred and twenty totals two hundred and fifty. (189) I Kings 
11:29. (190) According to an Agadic tradition, Ahijah the Shilonite was 
among those who went out of Egypt, and lived to the days of Jeroboam I, 
king of Israel, a period of about four hundred and fifty years. (Baba Bathra 
121 b.) On the basis of this tradition, the poets claimed that since longevity 
was possible for Ahijah, it was possible· also for J ochebed, Moses' mother. 
(191) The source for Ahijah 's longevity is the Seder Olam, Chapter 1. This 
book is a chronicle of Biblical times, composed by Rabbi Yosei ben 
Chalaphtah, a disciple of Rabbi Akiba. (192) Proverbs 26:5. (193) See 
Ramban, above, 17:1. (194) Exodus 6:20. 


